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@REALLYGREATPODCAST

Marcia Narine Weldon is the Founder and CEO of Illuminating Wisdom, dedicated to
empowering individuals to transform their mindsets, skillsets, and lives through
evidence-based strategies. A 2X best-selling author, podcaster, and course creator,
Marcia is a seasoned executive coach with a focus on professionals in law,
compliance, professional services, entrepreneurship, and nonprofit leadership. She
facilitates retreats and strategy sessions for high achievers, leveraging her diverse
expertise and certifications in applied neuroscience, neurolinguistic programming,
mindfulness, hypnotherapy, breathwork, and other modalities. She is passionate about
speaking and advocating on mental health and well-being. 

Certified in mental health first aid and a member of the Forbes Coaches Council and
International Coaching Federation, Marcia brings over two decades of coaching
experience to her practice. She has consulted on human capital, legal, compliance,
and strategic issues for businesses and nonprofits of all sizes, and has been retained
to provide coaching, training, workshops, and keynotes by some of the largest law
firms in the world as well as companies such as Microsoft, Spirit Airlines, and HSBC.

Currently serving as General Counsel for an AI startup and a nonprofit, Marcia is an
award-winning professor who also directs the Transactional Skills program at the
University of Miami School of Law. Her insights have been sought after by renowned
publications worldwide, including the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Newsweek,
the Washington Post, the Guardian, Forbes, and more..

Previously, Marcia held executive roles at Ryder, a Fortune 500 company, overseeing
global compliance, privacy, government relations, Human Resources  for a company
division, and more. She testified before Congress on the impact of Dodd-Frank
Financial Reform, was appointed by the US Secretary of Labor to serve on the
Department of Labor’s Whistleblower Protection Advisory Committee, and served as a
Commissioner on the Miami-Dade's Commission on Ethics and Public Trust.

A graduate of Harvard Law School and Columbia University, Marcia is admitted to
the bars of Florida, New York, and the United States Supreme Court. With a rich
background spanning law, business, and academia, Marcia is committed to guiding
individuals and organizations towards excellence and fulfillment.

ABOUT MARCIA



WORKSHOP, PODCAST, AND KEYNOTE TOPICS INCLUDE:

Thriving Through Grit: Mastering Mindset & Stress
Embrace Your Excellence: Overcoming Self-Doubt and Impostor Syndrome
Peak Performance: Nurturing Your Brain's Potential
Trust-based Leadership
Design Thinking for Your Life and Career
Listening Like a Leader
Personal Branding & Pitch Mastery
Everything and Everyone is Forgivable
How to Communicate More Effectively With Anyone about Anything
Strength-Based Success: Leadership Redefined
Centered & Grounded: The Mindfulness Advantage
Breathwork, Balance, Visualization, and Emotional Resilience
Negotiation Nuances and Strategies for Win-Win Outcomes
Commanding Time: Elevate Your Efficiency & Efficacy
Journey to Joy: The Science of Happiness
Authenticity and Code Switching
Bespoke workshops tailored to your needs

REPRESENTATIVE CLIENTS AND MEDIA MENTIONS



THE ILLUMINATING WISDOM PODCAST

BOOKS



 “I just finished listening to your CLE on Legal Fuel (Harnessing the
Power of Stress; Developing Grit and a Growth Mindset) and I
wanted to say thank you. I found the CLE to be very informative
and most importantly, helpful. As is the story with many, the
pandemic hit me hard and affected my mental health most. I’ve
been steadily working to make positive changes in my life and
work through my struggles with anxiety. Your CLE provided me with
many tools that I can use to get on the right track.“

Again, thank you very much for taking the time to provide us
lawyers with this important information. You are doing incredible
work and I hope to see our profession continue to change for the
better."  

A.W., Law Firm Senior Associate

GET IN TOUCH

“I want to extend a big thanks to my colleagues and our effervescent
guest speaker Marcia Narine Weldon. She truly gave us actionable gems
that immediately warmed us up to become bonded by our similarities and
unique qualities.”

K. F., Spirit Airlines

“Marcia Narine Weldon thank you for
sharing your wisdom,  for being an
awesome and personable facilitator. 
We appreciated your gifts.”

A.G- Crew Chief Trainer, Sprit Airlines
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Marcia
marcia@illuminatingwisdom.com
+1 (305) 333-9352

“I became a lawyer in 1981, have sat through many hours of CLE.  Must
commend you on an interesting program, especially your pace.  I used to
listen to tapes and would speed them up because so many lecturers speak
so slowly.  Bravo!”

Joe W.


